
Given the scenarios outlined in this consultation document, would you prefer:

You can have your say by completing and returning this form to OPCCN, Jubilee House, Falconers Chase, 
Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0WW. Alternatively, you can take part in the consultation online at 
www.norfolk-pcc.gov.uk. The consultation will close on Friday 17 January 2020.

This consultation does not ask for identifiable information. If any identifiable information is provided, the 
OPCCN will ensure that any published information relating to the consultation remains anonymous. The 
OPCCN complies with data protection legislation, including GDPR, by applying its Data Protection Policy 
-  which can be found at www.norfolk-pcc.gov.uk.
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No increase in the policing element of Council Tax (the precept) - which would lead to reductions 
in policing services?

An increase of around 2% to meet inflation-related cost pressures, meaning at best ‘standing still 
with no investment’? 

An increase in precept above 2% to enable investment in crime prevention activity, support to 
build community resilience and policing services?

If you would like to add any additional comments, please use the space below. 

Please turn over  



About you
Please tell us about the person who has answered the consultation question.

What is your gender?

Please note if you select the ‘Other’ district option the consultation response will not be included in the final 
result as this consultation is for Norfolk residents only. 

What is your ethnic group?

Which district of Norfolk do you live in?

How old are you?

 Under 18          18-24        25-34    35-44                45-54
 

 55-64           65-74        75-84    85 or older               Prefer not to say

Male   Female  Prefer not to say      Prefer to self-define:

  White        White              White                Mixed/ multiple
  British       Irish                          Other                ethnic group 

  Breckland           Broadland                             Great Yarmouth        King’s Lynn & 
           West Norfolk

  Asian or       Black/ African/            Prefer not               Other ethnic group:            
  Asian British                    Caribbean/                            to say
       Black British                

  North Norfolk         Norwich                         South Norfolk          Other          
                         

If you would like the information in this document in an 
alternative format, please contact the OPCCN on (01953) 
424455 or by email to opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk 
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